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"But
did the BM

know that conditioner
was to be used only on hair and not on the scalp?" Arnan wondered.
He felt more convinced that without deep and complete product
knowledge, a stint in brand management could be a disaster. But
when Aman asked the BM about the training in brand manage-
ment, he replied: "What training? You just went through two years
of MT, no? Everything on the job ... Take me. I was in Oral Care be-
fore I came here. My induction lasted just one week, and covered
basic brand constitution, positioning, advertising, sales history, on-
going MR, etc. At best, you will have a 3D-minute session with
product development (PD). You don't need more, believe me!"

"Not knowing your product well is intellectual
lethargy,a form of dishonesty," saysAman, who
doesn't want to be a brand manager so soon.

MAN Bhargav listened as the
brand manager (BM), Shiamak,
read out consumer complaints
from a pile on his table. Arnan had
recently completed his manage-
ment training (MT) and had been
resisting efforts to move him to brand

management in scourers. In the interim, Arnan spent time
with various managers examining the workings of brand and
product management. Presently, Shiamak read out aloud: "I used
Tress hair conditioner, and now I am losing hair!" Putting the letter
down, he called a sales officer and said: "Look into this." Now Arnan
was intrigued. "What has sales got to do with this?" he asked. Shia-
mak shrugged his shoulders and said: "He will call on her with a
free sample and resolve it:'

Arnan's sister ran a hair clinic. That evening, he asked her: "Can
hair conditioner make your hair fall?" His sister said: "Depends
how you use it; conditioner softens hair, and should be applied only
to hair ends. If applied to roots it will soften hair at roots and cause
hair fall:' Next day Arnan read Tress' pack instructions; it said: 'Ap-
ply after shampooing and massage for 4-5 minutes ..: Aman told
Shiamak the instruction was misleading. But he shrugged: "We
have the best technology; we have designed the best possible prod-
uct. The consumer just has to use it properly. If she does not get the
desired result, she's not using it properly."
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"But when you have no category knowledge, what do you dis-

cuss with PD?" wondered Arnan. All the same,Arnan discussed this
with the scourers product manager (PM), Nadkarni: "I want to
first learn the scourers category well. Therefore, do you at least have
a compilation on the category for new BMs? Like, say,'Scourers for
dummies'?" Nadkarni laughed loudly: "Talk to me after two weeks.
All this 'enthu' will be gone!"

Arnan then called PD and decided to have an open chat. The
manager there, Vilas Kher, said: "What will you do with a one-week
orientation with pm You have to forge a relationship with PD for-
ever!" Arnan smiled and said: "Look, while I have completed my
MT,I continue to harbour doubts. Maybe if we chatted over tea, it
will help?" Vilas laughed: "I may as well accept that tea just now;
once you become a BM, we will never meet. So go ahead!"

Thus, mud and ash are also good to dislodge dirt. Even today, this is
an accepted way in rural areas. Even when brushing your teeth, 60
per cent of the cleaning is done by the toothbrush (which cleans by
abrasion) and not the paste. In the paste itself, the cleaning is done
by the base (chalk or silica mixed with sorbitol), which cleans by
gentle abrasion. The foam does very little except to cue cleaning.

"As for bacteria in the mouth, the issue is a little more complex.
The bigger issue is decay caused by tartar and plaque, which is
nothing b t food residue between teeth. These food particles can
be remov by gargling and brushing with or without paste.
Therefore, 'If the food particles are properly removed post
eating! drllling, there will be nothing for bacteria to attack. Hence,
much less decay. Some toothpastes also contain an ingredient
which does . germs. However, germ-killing ability as a means of

What happened to all the knowledge we acquire at campus,
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development and product management to work in sync?

After the initial exploration, Arnan got chatting
with more confidence. At one point, he said: "I am
also a user of products and I have often felt that
there is a huge gap between what the marketer
sellsand what I, the consumer, buy. Therefore,
could it be possible that business managers
need to know their product categories well
enough ... or that some do not understand the
finenuances of its usage or application? For ex-
ample, I have always asked this question: how
much cleansing ability is there in a sponge that has
scoured four pans and still shows froth? Is froth a
sign of cleansing potential? Likewise, a lady recently
saidthat using conditioner caused her hair to fall. One BM I
spoke to said there was no correlation between using conditioner
and hair fall.Another said she needs to use it properly, but he him-
selfcould not specify what is 'properly'. Also,the pack instruction is
not specific about which part of the head the conditioner should
beapplied.

"Likewise, I wonder, does toothpaste fight bacteria or prevent
bacterla?So you see, I have many questions which, as a consumer, I
don't know. And if I don't know, I am not fit enough to build brand
or sellproduct!"

Vilas smiled and said: "I don't claim to know all, but let me tell
you how these products actually work. Foam has little to do with
dirt-removing ability. This is true of foam in a scourer, detergent or
toothpaste. In a scourer, the active matter consists of something
that actually cleans, plus a foam element. The foam only acts as a
medium in which the dirt gets suspended and washed away.How-
ever,foam cues cleaning ability to the consumer. In the case of a de-
tergent,she keeps adding powder to water until she gets her desired
foamlevel. In fact, with machine wash detergent, housewives were
adding too little of the product (despite instructions) because it
would foam quickly, hence manufacturers added foam suppres-
sants , so that she would add the correct level of powder.

Incidentally, most of the cleaning is done through abrasion.

prev~ting decay is less important than ensuring
regular removal of food particles. Of course, our

product managers will differ on that! There is
also a secondary function in some chalk-based
toothpastes of re-depositing some calcium on
teeth (thus reducing and even reversing the
effect of early decay). So you get claims of
'with calcium'. This action can happen even

with cheap toothpastes, and the actual effect
on dental health is minimal. Of course, our

product and brand managers have completely
different opinions:'
Arnan was amused. "How come? Can a technical

viewpoint be debated?"
Vilas agreed and said: "Atechnical viewpoint needs to be under-

stood in its right scientific context. But for that you need to be
trained in the basics of a product, its composition, the efficiency of
ingredient X in relation to ingredient Y as against a cheaper ingre-
dient Z. But the problem is transparency. I have not come across
any BM who knows what the main ingredients actually cost, who
the suppliers are, what packaging costs are, how his third party op-
erates, etc. Similarly, no PD manager will tell a BM that these
'magic ingredients' are all humbug, ansd, in the final analysis, all
brands are the same! The problem is made worse by the relatively
short tenures of BMs."

As it turned out, Vilas had an ongoing war with product man-
agement and commercial. "Brand management is all nonsense
anyway:' he said sweepingly. "Let me give you a recent example.

"We were using a particular granule in our toothpaste White-Ol,
but only in miniscule quantities because there was only one sup-
plier and we had to import at a huge cost. To keep costs low, we
used very small quantities in White-a! So our toothpaste was not
the most effective all round. Recently, another supplier broke the
monopoly and developed this ingredient locally. He kept going to
commercial to be approved, but they wouldn't look at him. Now,
had commercial worked closely with PD and brand management,
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they would have realised that this ingredient was crucial for brand goes downwards. Spending a week with PD when you take over as
value, and they would have informed us the moment an alternative brand manager is not enough; you have to speak to them every
supplier emerged. Meanwhile, that supplier came to me and week for the rest of your life!
pleaded to be taken seriously, and when commercial finally ap- "Critically, you need to sit with them and hear the biodata of
proved, what do you think happened? They told the BM that they your brand. What goes into it, what goes into the competition's,
had somehow managed to twist the arm of the supplier and bring why are we different, why are we unable to upgrade ... is it that our
the prices down and the BM was all smiles. When I told him that brand commercial folks have not been sharing cost information?
now we should increase the inputs of that ingredient to make the Or is it a real patenting issue?Or is it the need to have a more cohe-
brand more effective, he said: "Wait for one year; this year let me sivebrand philosophy that isbrough in at all levels?"Aman agreed.
show the cost savings as a KRA delivered!" See what I mean? The Vilas did have a point there, he knew.
critical thing is that while commercial is better suited to negotia- Post-lunch, Aman accompanied any Lall, a colleague from
tions, they cannot know everything. It is better to share info with sales, on a market visit. She had come ~ hear of Aman's reluctance
someone more committed to the brand (like the BM), so that all to join brand management. Now, as they walked around the super-
actions lead to brand optimality. market, Aman shared with her what Vias had said. Tany was in-

"Or take packaging like toothpaste tubes. Let's say the options trigued; she said: "At times, even I feelliisillusioned, Aman. My
are to have the tube in 30 dia (longer) or 32 dia (slightly shorter). cousin works for a food company and sh~eads product develop-
Packaging and commercial will opt for the 32 dia, if it is even 2 ment globally. You know, she interacts round the clock with her
paisa cheaper. Now, a BM may want 30 dia, since it is aesthetically sales guys; ever heard of anything like that? Each of her sales man-
better, but he does not know that the additional cost is just 2 paisa agers around the globe knows what PD is working on. Sales drives
and he can afford to choose aesthetics. But because commercial will PD, who in turn develop products based on the sales teams' 'eyes
not partner with BM, he is simply told 'this is the best, only option'! and ears on the ground'. Does this happen in India?"
And on the shelf, these little aesthetic details make so much Then, picking up a branded packet of sanitary napkins, she
difference, which is far beyond the imagination of a __ ::::::::=::::::~ said:"This brand is pathetic in qualil\' in India. The same
commercial man!" brand in the US is so differently c\TIstructed! Does its

Aman was now interested. He felt partnering BM know that this is a below-par product in India?
with commercial or product development was My guess is, the poor construction is a function
something that could not be taught; it had to of a decision to be price competitive instead of
come from one's own inner drive, driven by effective; which means 'let us tweak costs',
brand goals, not individual goals. Yes, rule which means 'let us use a third-rate ingredient
books, both written and unwritten, or process, how will consumers find out?' In
abounded. He would need to write his own, any case, price is your only star differentiator
he decided. "Don't be offended;' he said to Vi- and, what luck, the consumer is looking for
las, "but any particular reason why the system cheap price!
does not provide for ongoing sharing with "This is what I fear ... do we have enough
brand management?" knowledge about our products to know how they

"What offence?" said Vilas. "When it happens can be made better, or are we, too, victims of the brand

imagery which we ourselves build? Do they speak to PD and walk
them through what consumers told them in focus groups in Kan-
pur, Vijaywada, Pondicherry, Bhopal, Guwahati ... or do they keep
speaking to the ad agency only? My guess is the consumer feedback
is only shared with the ad agency - that's what Alto does too-
and together they design more imagery! Whereas if they had
shared it with PD, they would design a real, better product."

Aman told Tany what Vilas had said: "Brand manager and prod-
uct manager speak to product development team only when there
is a problem, meaning, consumers are jumping and screaming."
Tany said: "I agree! The reason product management refuses to get
into product specifics is because they feel their job isjust sellingthe
finished product. But marketing starts right from formulation!
Therefore, there is a tremendous need for knowledge among PMs,

When a soap uses cream or oil base, what it does is build a barrier from dryness.
~M~ D~W@M D1l&1W@@D~W~lm][J1)o~D1l@[J1)~D1lD~@D~CS~@®~W@M[J W@[J@~

while building that barrier. The result is no dryness, yes, but lots of acne.
~

everyday, it is not offence, it is omission! But really speaking, these
are fraught with egos and issues."

IfVilas was talking today, it was also because he was leaving Alto
to join at a more senior level in another bigger MNC. So, bravely
citing his new employer's example, he said: "In India, marketing
does not work in lockstep with product development or with qual-
ity assurance (QA). Outside India, these two teams are important
- they are the knowledge centres and work closely with market-
ing. Marketing managers in India have little knowledge about their
products because they have not been enjoined to interact con-
stantly with PD. During MR sessions, do you see the PD team at-
tending? The ad agency attends, who are not as crucial when doing
'product concept' research. So,because PD is not seen as being im-
portant in the training modules in many companies, the spiral only
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at least to counteract a negative image in the marketplace! Remem-
ber the incident of worms in a milk chocolate? The company said it
was the fault of dealers, as they don't have right storage conditions.
And more recently, the baby oil chaos. The company has said that
their baby oil is only expected to aid during massage - not for any
health benefit. Then it should have been presented as massage oil,
not baby oil. What I see is, PD knew. But BM did not ask, or it did
not occur to him as a control issue on his radar. Truth is,Aman, fi-
nally,we all just hold jobs - not responsibilities!"

More disillusioned, Arnan said: "Then, what happened to all the
knowledge we acquire at campus, where they hammer home the
need for PD and product management to work in sync? But here at
Alto, they keep telling me that campus knowledge is just an aid, but
inadequate for workplace application." Tany grinned: "Yes, they
give that tripe to all MTs!" Arnan continued: "What I have learnt
and what I have seen in the last two years is all I have as arsenal. I
think most of our companies are happier being better than
competition from time to time and, in the process, the
only differentia tor they can trump up is price. No
wonder then, the consumer complains that all
brands look alike! Indian companies do not fear
the consumer and are still caught in the time-
warped belief that you can sell anything and
blokes will buy it. Just give them a buck off
and they'll buy:'

Tany said: "Nice and cynical. That's how
you will go a long way! So then tell me, are
our marketing managers turning our con-
sumers into bargain basement shoppers? By
not raising the bar on expectations, are they
keeping consumers scrabbling for the few paisa
they throw at the market in the form of 'price offs'?
Howvery tragic that is. I buy Surf because it's supposed
to be good for my family's clothes and they also told me I look
smart if I do so. But Ariel just dropped its prices and they tell me the
samething about family and self. So let me just save some money,
it's all generic powder anyway. Now Surf comes back with some
more paises that it throws at me. Being the 'prostituted' consumer
that they have made me, yes, I will go scrabble for those few paises.
Andgo back to Surf. Now who else wants to throw paises at me?"

Arnan laughed: "Tarry,the point is, all products - be they sani-
tarynapkins or shampoos, are being sold like Coke and Pepsi. Price
offs,cheaper, larger, bigger - it's all only about price and volume.
Quality?Where did that come from? Quality happens when you
knowyour product really well, and I cannot say all PMs and BMs
knowtheir products at all!"

Tany agreed: "I was helping my sister buy equipment for her
playschool.But the trader was unable to tell me what kind of paint
wasused, You know that every oil-based paint has some lead/mer-
curycontent which is poisonous. Can you see how tedious it is be-
inga consumer in this country? Companies cleverly give half infor-
mation/no information, so this issue never comes to light:'

Arnan pondered over his coffee, then said: "Point is, are they
likelyto have considered this child safety angle? Not sure if the in-
tention is to cause wilful damage. But not knowing your product
wellenough so as to give the right messages to consumers, boils
downto intellectual lethargy - another form of dishonesty." Tany
chokedon her coffee: "Oooh, that's a biggie. What do you have in
mind?Plus you have been very high strung on not going the brand

management route. So tell aunty Tany all!"
Arnan grinned: "Stop patronising me! See this acne on my face? I

have been using this soap which claims to have a cream base; but it
causes acne breakouts in people with oily skin. Oil or cream-based
products should be used by people with dry to normal skin. Oily
skin people should use a hydrating moisturiser which is aqueous-
based. I just learnt all this at my sister's clinic. Now this is exactly my
point: product knowledge. Not simply knowing how it works, but
also how t<\.get the most out of it and also under what circum-
stances it catJ.not work. Hence, spelling out those circumstances.
Creams provide a barrier to dryness; moisturisers hydrate. Their
roles are totaJ\r different. When a soap uses cream or oil base, what
it does is build a barrier from dryness, which is nice. But if you have
oily skin, thent;is cream/oil clogs your pores while building that
barrier. The resiijt is no dryness, yes, but lots of acne."

I think productrnanagers really do not go this deep into a prod-
uct's performance potential. Take detergents. Never before did

detergent makers talk about efficiency of a wash; not
until the washing machine (WM) fellows came in.

They said 'efficient wash cycles' and they said
wash whites separately for a more efficient

wash. Mind you, nothing changed with the
\WM, only a manual process became mecha-
\pised, but the fact is, for years, we did not
know how to achieve an efficient wash.
Some learnt by trial and error, but many
prefer to let manufacturers tell them. "Like-
wise, take the example of the huge varieties

of creams, lotions, oils and moisturisers - all
of which sound nearly the same, but whose

functionality is not apparent. The manufacturer
has to stop fiddling with the product formulation

for a bit and start fine-tuning his pack script. Redesign
and bring key words up front, and stop shying from 'do not'

words. Such as, 'not for oily skin', 'does not moisturise, only fights
dryness'. Periodically, they should run FAQs into their campaigns
like: 'What is the difference between moisturising and dryness?
'What is the difference between cleansing and conditioning?' Up-
front. My take is, they don't want to do that because of a fear that in
so doing they may improve the competition's sales:'

Tany stared into her coffee cup and said: "I feel it is all a matter of
priorities. When an entrepreneur sets out with a new product, he is
so clear about the product: the benefits, how it benchmarks against
other products, how it is better, etc. There is passion for the product
which fuels greater innovation. But once the product is placed in
the hands of management, everything is determined by how best it
can be sold. They search frantically for the jargon that can be used
to sell the product, terms like ZPTO, ceramides, alistin, oxygen,
power packed, etc. All kinds of words crop up which are supposed
to give an impression of efficacy:'

Arnan grew more resolute: "Now, do you know why I don't want
to be a BM yet?Your whole life is made to revolve around delivering
an image of efficacy and not intrinsic efficacy. They forget that
efficacy happens when the consumer has used the soap the 25th
time and it still performs! Marketers feel that convincing is done
pre-purchase. They forget that all the convincing happens post-
purchase - in the mind of the consumer by himself! The product
is the marketing! And that happens if and when you know your
product intimately!" •



Whither Aman?
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HERE did they find this

guy? Arnan seems wise
beyond his years. He's so
conscientious about 'do-
ing it right' that he is pre-

pared to sacrifice a plum posting in brand
management, and even discusses his acne
with a young female colleague! But unusual
as Arnan is, the situation in his company is,
disappointingly, all too commonplace in
almost every large corporation.

What we see at Alto is large silosworking
on their own objectives without any align-
ment behind a common corporate goal; an
almost calJous disregard for the consumer,
evidenced by their flippant attitude to con-
sumer complaints and their disdainful de-
scription of customers; smart but short-
sighted BMs, who measure their tenure in
terms of quick short -terrn fixesand new as-
signments that would dress up their re-
sumes. Note the almost complete absence
of any mention of competition and com-
petitive products - unfortunate charac-
teristics of BigCorpor ation arrogance.

A consumer's real brand experience be-
gins when she uses the product. However,
brand teams often forget that sustained
competitive advantage can only come from
better solutions to consumer needs and not
by a slick 30-second TV commerical. Quar-
terly pressures and short tenures in brand
teams are also not conducive to building a
better mousetrap. Hence, the focus on
quick fixeslike tweaking price, pack size,ad
budgets or 'giving away spoons' - instead
of the far harder task of developing con-
sumer insights that can be used to create a
value-added mousetrap. Yearsof squeezing
profits by trading quality for cost savings
has resulted in 'me too' products that con-
sumers are prepared to switch from for a
buck or a spoon. Consumers are really
telling brand managers that their products
have no uniqueness or superiority and,
hence, don't deserve their loyalty. Puzzled
BMs are left pondering why high brand
salience is not turning into retail sales.

If things seem to stink at Alto, don't
blame the brand team. A passionate focus
on serving the customer must be demon-
strated at the top if it is to be reinforced
across the organisation. Clearly,Alto's lead-
ership is more focused on financial goals
- cutting costs and gaining ephemeral
market share through short-sighted pro-
mos - as is evidenced by the behaviour of
the BMs. Being the brightest and the most
ambitious, these high flyersquickly pick up
behavioural cues from their seniors.

Similarly, the lack of collaboration and
alignment across functions reflects things
at the top - as the V-Ps jockey for advan-
tage, it is often their narrow departmental
goals rather than the good of the company
(oops, did someone say 'consumer') that

of the co~any. Besides, every person is a
consumer III their personal lives. So, no
matter their rofessional function, I believe
they have i uitive expertise on products
and brands. kI aligned, customer-centric
organisation becomes a reality when all
functions begin to understand their con-
sumer reality. This transformation .can be
done if the leadership consistently demon-
strates that no one wins unless our cus-
tomers win. Once internal barriers are bro-
ken and COllabjtion, empowerment,
mutual respect an free flow of ideas are
unleashed, the mos unexpected results can
be achieved, like the dramatic business
turnaround we achieved at Tanishq.

Arnan needs a more holistic view of his
new function. His focus on product should

Brand teams often for et that sustained
competitive advantage can only come from better
solutions to consumer needs and not by 30-sec ads

seems to matter. If senior leadership is fo-
cused on the consumer, and not on their
next global posting, that culture will flow
downwards. When we began the daunting
task of turning around the jewellery busi-
ness at Tanishq, I inherited a functional
silo- based organisation that was rife with
internal finger pointing for the failures of
the business. Everyone had an opinion, no
one had a consumer insight. One of the
earliest changes we made was to ensure that
our leadership team felt responsible for the
customer and took personal responsibility
for her well being.

Ever noticed how, in the conventional
value chain, the consumer is a distant real-
ity for most Ofthe company; only market-
ing and sales own the consumer. But, at
Tanishq, we believed that everyone needed
to own the customer, that understanding
was too important to be left to just one part
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not lead him to discount the other func-
tions of brand management. The product
side of the business is easier because it is far
more structured and tangible. However,
the more intangible side of the brand func-
tion - positioning, design, packaging,
consumer research, POP and VM -are
even less 'teachable' and can only be learnt
thr-ough apprenticeship. Arnan should re-
member that building a great product is
never enough. The software that I use to
write this article is testament to the fact that
you can be second best and still win!

Arnan can either walk away because
things aren't perfect or, if he has the
courage of his convictions, he can join
brand management and walk his talk
rather than walk away!Lifewould be more
chalJenging, but he seems to have the inner
resolve to cope. If he perseveres, he could
make a real difference .•
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Optimal Choices

PJ first reading, it is very easy to
agree with the protagonist of
this case. Is it important for
brand marketers to have in-

epth knowledge and insight
into the products they have in their care?
Yes,it is important; in fact, it is vital.

We know that brands essentially exist
in the mind of the consumer, and an inti-
mate knowledge of the product and brand
isneeded to truly understand and build the
consumer brand experience. Only by un-
derstanding what the consumer experi-
ences can a marketer really manage the
brand and optimise it for the future.

Once we get this obvious truth out of
the way,there are many issues that arise in
thecase study.

There appears to be an ethics debate in
the conversations. References to consumer
education campaigns, dishonesty in the
form of intellectual lethargy, lead-content
in paints used in playground equipment,
etc. The practical reality of such issues is
that most companies operate within the
legislativeframework of their markets, and
this drives their policies when it comes to
environmental impact, communications
guidelines,work conditions, ete.

At the voluntary level, each company
has its own mission statement and all em-
ployees implicitly accept this. In some
cases,the values of their founders define
the mission: Ben & Jerry's and Body Shop
aretwo prominent examples. (Ben & Jerry
eventually sold out to Unilever!) If the
company is not reflecting one's personal
values,the other option is to go elsewhere.
Tobaccocompanies the world over face re-
cruitment problems for this reason.

In this context, Arnan should come to
termswith the definition of quality. It is not
a unipolar or an absolute concept. Quality
incommercial terms is not what is 'the best',
but the value expectation for a given price.
It is the consistent conformance to cus-
tomerexpectations. If the product or serv-
iceexceeds expectations, it is considered

better quality. The issues that Arnan raises are usually
However, this perception of value by sorted out through processes. Most organi-

the consumer is ever evolving. It is ~t a sations have a multi-disciplinary brand
static perception, but a fluid process ~Qat team that meets regularly to iron out vari-
changes as a product matures (innovation) ous operational issues, and those that can-
and other alternatives (competition) are not be resolved are escalated to manage-
made available. ment. Perhaps Arnan has not explored the

Take the example of playground equip- various systems in the company that deal
ment. I assume there is neither legislation with the rightful concerns he has.
nor consumer awareness on the issue of Which brings us to the career expecta-
lead-based paints and, hence, this is not tions of young people, especially those who
likely to provide a compelling differentia- \ have been exposed to the 'CEO eye-view' at
tion. Consumer education by itself is not business schools. Organisations are made
the objective of most commercial market- up of departments that are "fraught with
ing enterprises - that is the realm of the egos and issues': Although Arnan has
legislature and consumer activists. If po- genuine concerns about brand manage-
tential exists, which can be viably ad- ment, he would be doing himself and the
dressed, there will be entrants in the market company a disservice by not taking the

The perception of value by the consumer is ever
evolving. It is not a static perception, but a fluid
process that changes as a product matures and
other alternatives become available

(and in the premium segment, I suspect).
Having said this, there is increasing con-
sumer awareness on safety, health and hy-
giene issues. A company that addresses
this trend would have the first-mover
advantage.

Another theme is the tension between
disciplines. This issue arises in any organi-
sational structure. By definition, the objec-
tives of anyone department could be in
conflict with those of another. It is the job
of general management to make the calls
and ensure that each department is work-
ing with others to maximise shareholder
value.

The job of packaging and commercial
is to opt for 32 dia if it is 2 paise cheaper.
The job of the brand manager is to con-
vince management of the enhanced brand
appeal of a 30 dia tube.
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assignment. He cannot expect to under-
stand or improve things by running away
from them.

Is a two-week orientation alone suffi-
cient for a brand manager? I think not. But
is he expected to be a molecular scientist or
microbiologist?

No, there are experts in that field. Can
an individual brand manager be a full-
time, lifelong learner of that category?
Good idea, but how many bright young
people are willing to spend their entire
career in oral care?

Successful business is about optimisa-
tion and managing the trade-offs this
implies.

Marketers are storytellers. And a good
story has to be founded in the truth of
the product and the consumer's relation-
ship with it. •



If B-schools teach ethical conduct, then clearly, there is a gap between theory and
practice. So, what needs to be added to the teaching of theories at B-schools so
that their practice is more ethically sound? Or, are individual attitudes superim-
posed on theory? Mithileshwar Jha, professor of market' g, 11MBangalore,
Chandan Dang, business manager (entertainment) at Noki . India, and Kanik
Varma, product manager at the US-based Progressive Insuran e find out
This discussion is based on the case study 'Know Your Product'

~---~---------~----~~

Kanik: Marketing classes in B-schools always had a more strategic
approach, with almost no reference to tactical approaches. A new
product manager who is taking over an existing product probably
needs more tactical knowledge to manage the brand in the short
term. B-schools teach you to market a p~table product with a
unique proposition and high-quality ingre ients, and create effec-
tive communication. However, in a wor a with multiple con-
straints like time, costs and short-term sales and profitability tar-
gets, one is forced to make trade-offs,

A new product manager needs to understand these trade-offs,
This is where most new entrants stumble, because in the real
world, there is no single approach that fits all occasions. B-schools,
therefore, need to add value to students by allowing more simula-
tions rather than simply using open ended case studies.

If a company is under severe competitive threat or price pres-
sure, it is acceptable to use certain low-quality ingredients as long
as they are legal. It may be a valid tactical option. However, it is
highly likely that such a move would lead to a quick response from
the competitor, which may require the product manager to react
again. This is a classic reason why students need to work more with
simulation exercises in the classrooms. If the value of the options
available to a product manager is understood at the B-schoollevel,
as managers they are more likely to take interest in knowing a
product intimately.

Prof. Iha; Kanik has raised some interesting issues. One is the
strategic vs tactical focus for B-school teaching. The second con-
cerns the advantages of teaching by simulation versus the case
method. The third issue is about seeking competitive advantage
and coping with competitive threats.

While a strategic approach is glamorous, many schools try to
balance strategic and tactical issues, particularly through second-
year electives. Some courses also focus on execution/implementa-
tion. However, it is true that many of the nuts-and-bolts issuesdo
not attract students' attention, or are taken as a matter of common

~ sense by the teachers. In some schools, practitioners get invited as
~ guest faculty for a few sessions to achieve this balance. However,an
~ unfortunate development of the last decade is the reversal of rolesi between practitioners and academicians. Earlier, hardcore acade-

micians used to be conceptualisers and practitioners shared
ground reality and told stories derived from practice. Now, practi-
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tioners talk about Porter's theory and other frameworks, and some
academics have become storytellers. Both are sub-optimal in their
new roles. We need to go back to the old balance.

Being wedded to one dominant pedagogy has limitations. The
ideal, in my opinion, is a mix of cases, simulations, lecture-discus-
sions, exercises, field-based projects, and so on. Success also de-
pends on the effective handling of these. In my understanding, the
purpose of a good case is to help us understand the decision mak-
ing process - from problem definition, menu of solutions, the
trade-offs and the underlying assumptions. If simulations are not
handled properly, the tendency among students is to basically
'crack' it, and get the basic pattern. This hampers learning.

In the case study context, while using cheaper material to cope
with cost pressures could be an option, the class discusses competi-
tion and reselling AND its impact on target customers and the in-
tegrity of the brand. This requires balancing short-term issues with
long-term implications. This is where the limitation of classroom
learning is obvious. It is difficult to simulate the dynamics of or-
ganisation situations.

Chandan: The key to success at one's job and career is to plan for
both the short term and the medium/long term and achieve bal-
ance.So, for instance, if the product or business has been facing a i
situation that requires tactical action (such as cost-cutting on in- l<
gredients, a performance downgrade, etc.) then the short-term w~

planmust address that. But equally, it must address how this action :J::

and its results on the brand will fit with the longer-term objectives
and how those will get fulfilled. In the process, potential issues of
trade-offs,brand integrity, consumer preference and 'product -per-
formance-communication' mismatches do get addressed as well as
theactions needed. That is how an all-round clarity about the busi-
nessis reached, without guilt pangs on ethics.

Simulations are a great way to drive out fear (read: inertia)
through training, thus helping managers take decisive actions in
reallife.These need to be good quality simulations that can address
manyof the problems that come up in real life. Similarly, case stud-
iesare stories of what dilemmas people or businesses face, and sto-
rieshelp us learn. Therefore, apart from the necessary theory, there
isroom for simulations and cases in B-school curriculums. How-
ever,what B-schools must teach more strongly is 'management of
self'in organisations and in the real world. That includes develop-
ing discriminating thinking; building the whole from bits and
pieces,objectively and correctly; being comfortable with incom-
pleteinformation; having the courage to come out of your 'security
zone';having clarity of purpose about what one's role and mission
isin lifeand on the job; and thus, adopting a commensurate lead-
ershipposture.

Many of these are already taught in schools, but there needs to
bea clearer focus. This will lead to the realisation of their critical
importance for success and happiness.

MeeraSeth: Let me pick out one strain from your text: 'B-schools
must teach management of self in organisations and in the real
world,' Probably, B-schools need to widen their scope (at least in
intent) to teach management beyond business. Maybe, the name
'businessschool' has tended to put the teaching perspective only on
business,thereby restricting the scope to management skills rather
than management wisdom. But then, people could argue: are we in
thebusiness of teaching management of the self?Then again, why

Chandan Dang, business manager, Nokia India

not? If it is the individual who is being groomed to manage busi-
nesses, then it ismore than his professional and technical skills that
will contribute to business development. His technical skills are
only one facet of his total personality. But if other aspects of his per-
sonality remain under developed, then the process of business
management teaching has not been completed. Therefore, devel-
oping discrimination is restricted to discriminating cost and bene-
fits, long-term and short-term, now or later, capital or revenue ex-
penditure, strategy or tactical response. This is probably why
ethical discrimination remains a black box. What do you all say?

Prof. Jha: I fully agree with Chandan's views - with one addition.
It is part of a B-school's responsibility to help students set high
standards of professional conduct and societal accountability.

Meera: In another case discussion, an HR manager pointed out:
"Management education could look at how we balance the theory
of organisational behaviour and its practice. How can we teach 'life
management' skills for being successful in a highly ambiguous en-
vironment?" I think this is exactly the dilemma in the given case.
Organisations have a multiplicity of individuals, each with varying
sanskars (cultures), attitudes and approaches. Creating a collective
organisational sanskar is hugely challenging. At home, by and large,
the value drive is derived from parents and grandparents. It per-
vades the home, so it is easy to follow. Ditto for schools and col-
leges,which have a vision that authorities ensure is enacted. But or-
ganisations have managers, each of whom manages different
segments and, thus, bring their individual drives. When individual
ethos clash, we have ambiguity. It is the management of this ambi-
guity that I wonder if B-schools can bring in through simulations.
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values. Even here, HR people use various tests and instruments for
recruitment. For long, our B-schools have been focusing on softer
skills. Courses like IPR (inter-personal relationship), emotional in-
telligence and spirituality draw large registrations. The real issue is
the impact and sustain ability of these teachings in a hostile envi-
ronment. How do we deal with sensitive issues so that it touches the
core somewhere? How can we do this with a practical, non-cynical
approach? Recently, I heard about a senior manager who was
sacked from one organisation on ical grounds; he was immedi-
ately lapped up by a competitor at igher position. On the other
hand, a large technology MNC fired a number of personnel for
fudging travel and related bills. Small nfringements, when not cor-
rected, lead to larger crimes.

If you look at a typical classroo~ discussion of a good case
study, you never have all the facts. You\lVe 40 or 50 other individ-
uals with their viewpoints and the teacher takes the role of a facili-
tator. So, unlike a lecture, you do not get a defined result as a
teacher; you have take a view and defend it. At the same time, you
also have to yield to suggestions from others. My understanding of
a good case discussion is one that helps us learn how to structure an
unstructured situation, how to deal with ambiguity and how to
look for a third viewpoint. A class with a rich,ix of different back-
grounds helps in this process.

Meera: How much time do you get per case discussion?

-----------'~--------

Kanik: Chandan's observations can be summed up by a quote from
Daniel Goldman's book Emotional Intelligence: "Market forces that
are reshaping our work lifeare putting an unprecedented premium
on emotional intelligence for on-the-job success:' In today's com-
petitive world, just having technical skills or a high IQ are not
enough for success. How we handle critical relationships at work
and ernpathise with others greatly impact our careers.

I'm not even sure if the B-schools alone are to be blamed for
not laying enough emphasis on this important facet; we should
also blame the high school and college education in our country.

How many graduates match their values with that of a com-
pany before applying or accepting an offer? The focus is always on
salary and the glamour of the job. But the real world throws curve
balls at a manager: do you sell your customers' personal informa-
tion to direct marketing companies to make a quick profit? Do you
sell financial products by hiding critical information in the fine
print just because the law lets you do it and all your competitors do
it? The answer to these is not always driven by the bottomline.
These trade-offs can only be tackled through one's emotional intel-
ligence, a lot of which is developed through life experiences. This
can certainly be nurtured at a B-school. Recruitment for a large
number of senior level positions in the US now requires an inter-
view with a psychologist. So helping students develop their emo-
tional intelligence will lead people to make smarter choices when
selecting firms they would like to work for. Once their values are
aligned with their employers', they will be in a better position to
discriminate ethically on their jobs.

Meera: Also, Kanik, when students are raised on a staple of emo-
tional intelligence, organisations will hire better and their retention
efforts will be logical and sensible. Compare this to the current sys-
tem of increasing salaries and granting out-of-turn promotions
when a bright employee decides to leave!

Prof. Iha; I think the issue is something more than a matching of

Kanik Varma, product manager, US-based Progressive Insurance

Prof. Jha: Cases normally get discussed in 75 to 90 minutes. Some
cases get discussed over two classes. But the process of preparation
requires groups to spend 2-3 hours or more on these before com-
ing to the class.

Chandan: There is only so much that a preparatory institution can
do for the individual. Thereafter, when the person gets into a jam in
his/her work life, the organisation also has to continue playing that
role, doesn't it? After all, that is the organisation which hired the
person, to deliver value, and it would be deriving poor value indeed
if it allowed the person to flounder. In the current case, the protag-
onist Arnan was exposed to various managers, each with a view
based on his particular situation. Each provided a perspective that
did not help Arnan get to the 'best' solution.

So what does it take for an organisation to identify individuals
in such a state, and to be able to help them? Ideally, the line man-
ager, who would be the closest to the scene of the event, would ob-
serve and diagnose the problem. But here's where the organisation
needs to have the culture to create the nurturing for problem reso-
lution. That is what would help the 'best' answer emerge - either
though a systemic intervention from HR, or even through a short
and simple mentoring session with the boss that would have
guided Arnan towards ideation for the 'best' solution. In case nei-
ther option was available, any of the older managers who under-
stood the culture could do the same ...

Prof. Jha: I agree. Mentoring and nurturing a value-oriented cul-
ture is a major task in organisations. We also have problems of dis-
crepancies between verbalised and practised culture. As persons
move up the organisational hierarchy, the focus has to be more on
how they achieve things rather than what they achieved.

Kanik: I would like to point to another partially related issue. Is
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enough weightage being given to past experience in the admission
process? Unfortunately, I am not that close to the B-school admis-
sion process in India, and wouldn't want to generalise. But do B-
schools rely heavily on entrance exams? If students had prior man-
agement work experience, would they not take more away from a
B-school education? For someone like Arnan, if he had prior work
experience in an organisation, he would have already been exposed
to the politics in a low-risk environment. So if majority of students
are coming from engineering/management schools straight into a
decision-making role, they have to rely heavily on their experience
at the B-school till they make strategic mentoring relationships in
the organisation.

As for team-based case discussions, the dy-
namics operate difterently, Everyone in a class-
room group has equal power. Whereas in a real
workplace scenario, the balance of power is not
equal. How one presents oneself or even ap-
proaches an argument is very different from what
maywork in school.

Prof. Iha; In reply to Kanik's question on the ad-
mission process in B-schools, while we do give
weightage to experience, about half the students
come without any experience. The merits and de-
merits of this situation is reviewed and discussed
in various forums, but we have consciously de-
cidednot to move to the US model, where students
are admitted only with some minimum
experience.

Meera:In the case of some products like detergents
or conditioners, the product manager or another
keyproduct driver in the team needs to have a di-
rectexperiential feel for the product. This is to sort
of audit the product from the consumer needs
viewpoint. Do you agree? If not, the product man-
ager needs to be in touch with a set of consumers
who will keep describing the product experience
to him/her as the product keeps evolving.

pecially where personal use is not possible), they will constantly in-
teract with consumers, trade, and market research colleagues, in-
cluding product development and factory, to assess and monitor
how the product is doing. (This is where Aman's company was
lacking.)

Many product managers also build up a close coterie of people
from trade, field force and users, from whom they get regular feed-
back. A product manager is thus the believer, the evangelist, and the
protector f the product.

Meera: So, what we teach at B-schools what we apply in the work-
place? And i B-school training adequate for corporate needs?

Prot: Jha:A product manager is supposed to be the
link between the customer and the organisation.
Keeping track of consumer needs, experience,
shifting priorities, competition from new sources
and customer dissatisfactions are all an integral part of a product
manager's job. However, many myopic product managers only
focus on targets, advertising, sales promotion and internal
co-ordination issues.

O!andan: A great product manager has been defined as one who is
passionate about his product to the point where it is an obsession.
He/She would defend the product, kicking and screaming, to the
end!That's a bit extreme. But I believe product managers can't do
justiceto their job until they reach a deep level of involvement with
the product. Sometimes it is very tough to take a helicopter
view with so much involvement, but it's far better than being
uninvolved.

Most good product managers will personally use their product
and constantly use the competition's as well. Additionally (and es-
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t Prof Jha: Is what we teach in B-school what we ap-
.•. ply in the workplace? Normally, this question

'Would elicit answers like: 'One uses only about 5-
25 per cent of B-schoollearning on the job: It
should not create alarm. B-schoollearning, like
any other, deals with knowledge, skills, and atti-
tude. One part - a very small one - of it is for
helping a person fit at the entry level. The other
part is to create some guide posts and certain capa-
bili1esto enable learning as a continuous process.
A 10 of the second part happens subconsciously.

s the B-school process adequate for corporate
needs? In my opinion, no. We are dealing with a
very dynamic situation. In most cases, we seem to
be following the business requirements rather
than leading it

In the context of ethics and emotional intelli-
gence there is a greater need for original and con-
text-specific work. So what is the way ahead? We
need greater interaction between industry and in-
stitutions. We also need greater tolerance for non-
compatible views. We have to innovate in terms of
pedagogy, selection of candidates, content devel-
opment, interaction and exposure to social reali-
ties and citizenship values.

Key words like success, achievements, matu-
rity and pragmatic behaviour need periodic re-ex-
amination. Here is where the role of the media will
be critical. When we glorify high salaries, foreign
postings, and crooks as role models, what signals
are we sending? We all need to introspect.

President Abdul Kalam shared a very interesting story with us
about a racing event for the physically challenged. One participant
fell down mid way, and started crying. The whole bunch, which
had raced ahead, came back, lifted their teammate and crossed the
line together. Can we aspire for this value system? Is this practical in
a competitive system? Should we aspire for sensitivity towards
those who fall behind?

Can it be achieved by educational institutions, or should all
stakeholders put their might to it? Do ends justify means? We will
keep struggling with these issues. Teachers and leaders will have to
take the risk of periodically standing in front of a crowd and at-
tempting to change its direction.

B-schools cannot run away from their responsibility of fo-
cussing on excellence with high levels of accountability and sensi-
tivity towards society. I am cautiously optimistic! •
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